
WARRANTY QPR BLINDS

QPR BLINDS blinds and shades are warranted for 3 years on fabrics and 5 years on
components from the date of purchase. This warranty does not apply to damage caused by
accident, alteration, misuse or improper installation. This warranty does not apply to
damage caused by normal wear and tear of the product. Disassembly, transportation and
reinstallation costs are excluded. In the case of motorized blinds and shades, the warranty
does not apply if the motor has been opened, dismantled or returned with clear evidence of
misuse or other damage. It does not cover defects or damage due to exposure of our
products to excessively aggressive humid environments, or corrosive agents such as coastal
salinity, humidity or chemicals existing in enclosed areas. QPR BLINDS is not responsible for
constructive or design flaws that may be evident at the time of installation, such as pipes
inside the wall or plaster fracture. To access the warranty, you must be the original
purchaser and submit the claim, along with your purchase invoice.

INSTALLATION MANUAL
ROLLER BLACKOUT WITH FACE

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us for professional
assistance.
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We will call "A" the support located on the side of the
chain, and "B" to the pin-fitting bracket (side without chain).

Insert the bracket "A" on the corresponding side and center
the curtain, make sure that the fabric covers the window on
the sides in equal parts as shown in the photo.

Once centered, remove the curtain holding bracket "A" in
place and then mark the location of the screws with a pencil
(May require the assistance of another person).

Proceed to drill the wall and install the bracket making sure it is
fixed and straight.

Insert the bracket "B" on the corresponding side and place the
curtain on previously installed support, with the help of a level, try
to keep it in a level 180° and then mark the location of the second
support with a pencil.



Once marked and leveled, remove the curtain and
proceed to drill the wall and install bracket "B" making sure
it is fixed and straight.

Place the valance on the brackets with a slight downward
slope on the bracket as shown in the picture.
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Push the valance up until you hear a "click" where the bracket

meets the valance.
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